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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of decomposing graphs or hypergraphs into factors with given 
properties occurs in many modifications. One of these is to determine some conditions 
for the existence of a decomposition of a complete /c-uniform hypergraph into m 
factors with given diameters d^, d2, ^.., d^. Our aim is to determine the smallest 
cardinal number F\di, ^2? •••? ^m) = ^ (if such a cardinal number exists) such that 
a complete /:-uniform hypergraph X^ on t vertices can be decomposed into m factors 
with diameters d^, ^2, • • •. m̂ ̂ ^^ 0^it is possible) to find the decomposition required 
by a constructive method. 
In [1] it was proved that F^{d^, ^2? •••̂  ^m) = ^ ^ — m for d ^ 3 and m ^ 3, 
where d = max di. Relatively more complicated it was to find a decomposition into 
factors with diameters equal to two. J. BOSAK, P. ERDQS, A. ROSA in [2] proved that 
Later on, J. Bosak proved in [3] an inequahty which is the best one known till now: 
6m - 52 g FI{2) й 6m . 
The papers [9], [ И ] , [Ю] investigate the problem of decomposing a complete 
digraph into factors with given diameters. 
D. PALUMBINY in [5], [6] studied the problem of decomposing a complete graph 
into factors with equal diameters. He proved in [5] that F^(d) = 2m for m ^ 2 and 
3 ^ J ^ 2m — 1. Even though his aim was not to find a decomposition into iso­
morphic factors, m factors with diameter equal to d of his decomposition of the com­
plete graph with 2m vertices are isomorphic for d odd. The study of the decomposi­
tions of complete graphs into isomorphic factors with given diameters was initiated 
in [4], where the decomposition of a complete graph into three isomorphic factors 
with a given diameter d ^ 2 is considered. 
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In [7] the problem of decomposing a complete /c-uniform hypergraph (fc ^ 2) 
into isomorphic factors with a given diameter was systematically studied. It seems 
that this is the shortest way to solve the problem of the existence of the cardinal 
number F^d^, d2, .-., d^). 
We shall give in this paper an upper bound for the number F^di, d2, ..., (i„,) 
where 3 ^ /c < m and 2 ^ J^ ^ J2 = • • • = ^m- The case when at least one of the 
diameters is equal to one was solved in [8]. 
First we give some notations and definitions. A hypergraph is an ordered pair of 
sets G = {V, H) wheie H a P(V) (the potency of V). Let к be a positive integer. 
A hypergraph G is said to be a k-uniform hypergraph if for each /i e Я we have 
\h\ = k. For к = 2 WQ obtain graphs. If the set H contains all the ^-element subsets 
of F then G is said to be a complete k-uniform hypergraph and we denote G by Xjj 
where n = | F | . The distance d{x, y) of two vertices x and y is the length of the 
shortest path joining them. The diameter of a hypergraph is defined by J = , 
= sup d{x, y). 
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A factor of G is such a subhypergraph of G which contains all vertices of G. Let 
F\dx, ^2? • • -̂  ̂ m) = ^ be the smallest integer (if it exists) such that the hypergraph X^ 
is decomposable into m factors with diameters d^, d2, ..., ^„,. If J^ = . . . = J^ = rl 
we put Fi{d) = F\d^, d^, ..., d j . We shall say that G^ = (Fi, И^ and G^ = 
= (F2, Fi2) are isomorphic if there exists a bijection / : F^ -» F2 such that h E H\ 
if and only if f{h) e H2. 
Let G^<i) = t be the smallest cardinal number such that К\ can be decomposed 
into m isomorphic factors with the diameter d. 
Definition 1. Let G be an arbitrary group of automorphisms of the hypergraph K^ 
and let there exist a surjection h : G -^ R, where Я is a decomposition of the hyper­
graph K^ into isomorphic factors, with the following property: 
x{h(y)) = h(xy) for every x, у e G . 
Then we shall say that i^ is a decomposition ofK^ by the group G. If the mapping h 
is a bijection then we shall say that Я is a simple decomposition of K^ by G. The 
factor h[x) will be denoted by G .̂. 
In our further considerations we shall need the following propositions. 
Proposition 1. Let H be an Abelian group of a finite order m > 1 and let к "^ 3 
be a natural number such that (m, A:!) = 1. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
1. There exists a group H^ ^ H such that the hypergraph K^ has a simple 
decomposition by the group H I. 
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2. m divides I j and divides just one of the numbers n, n — 1, ..., n ~ к + 1. 
This statement was proved in [7]. It v^as also remarked there that a weaker condition 
sufficient for the existence с 
We use this fact in the sequel. 
is of a simple decomposition of K^, namely (m, k) = 1. 
Proposition 2. Let F^(di, ^2? •••? ^w) exist. Then the complete hypergraph K^ 
can be decomposed into m factors with diameters d^, d2, .... d,„ if and only if 
N ^ F%di,d2,....d^). 
Proposition 3. Let 3 g /c < m, (m, k) = 1, J ^ 2 fee integers. Then G^^^d) exists 
and 
Gi{d) й m[{d - 2) (/c - 1) + ] // d^3, Gi{2) й 2m . 
Proposition 2 was proved in [8] and Proposition 3 in [7]. Now we are able to 
prove 
Theorem 1. Let 3 ^ /c < m, (m, k) = 1, 2 ^ J i ^ ^2 = ••• = m̂ be integers. 
Then F\di, dj, ^.., d„) exists and 
F\d,, d2. ..., d,) й m[(4 , - 2) (/c - 1) + 1] // i,„ ^ 3 , 
F\d,,d2.....d^)u2m if drn = 2. 
Proof. L Assume d^ ^ 3 and put n ~ mt where t = (J,„ — 2){k — 1) + 1. 
Denote the vertices of X^ by ij, 1 ^ f ^ m, 1 ^ j g f. Obviously m divides ( j . 
Moreover, m divides n. Because (ш, /с) = 1, the sufficient condition for the existence 
of a simple decomposition of К), by a cyclic group H of order m generated by a per­
mutation j5 = ( l i , 2i, ..., mi)( l2 , 22, ..., ̂ ^2) ••• (b? 2f, ..., m )̂ is satisfied. In the 
proof of Proposition 3 a special simple decomposition R = {Gja e H] 01 К\ by the 
group H was constructed, the factors of which have the diameters equal to d. 
The factors G^ are constructed as follows: 
1. The factor GQ corresponding to zero of H contains a path of length d — 2 
formed by the edges 
h, = {!,,., l,, + i, ..., 1,,^J where r̂  = 1 + (/ - l){k - 1) , 1 йг ud -2 
and the e d g e / = { i i , 2 i , ..., k^}. 
2. {B u {2^}} e Go for any (/c - l)-tuple В a A^ = (2,-, 3,-, ..., m,}, / ф j , ij = 
= 1,2, . . . , ? . 
3. Ga = OC{GQ) for every ОСЕH. 
Obviously the diameter of Ĝ  is equal to d. 
4. All the remaining edges are divided into factors preserving the diameters. 
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Now we shall modify this decomposition JR of the hypergraph X^ in order to obtain 
the required diameters of the factors. Put S = {fi = {!;, 2^,.. . , ic,}// = 2, 3, ..., t}. 
Choose the edges (x(S) for every осе H from the factors of the decomposition R. 
It is evident that the diameters of the factors remain the same as before. Let p{di) 
denote the number of the members of the set D = {d^, d2, ..., d^] which are equal 
to dj. 
(a) Assume d^ = 2. Then insert the edges/,, / = 2, 3, ..., Г into the factor Go and 
the edges ß^~^{fi) into the factor Gßj-i where 2 ^ j ^ p(2). 
(b) Assume d^ > 2. If d^ = J,„ then all the diameters are the same and equal 
to djn- However, by Proposition 3 the number G^J^) exists. Since Ft{dtn) й ^w(^m) 
the proof is completed. So we can assume di < d„^. Then there exists the greatest 
index X such that JGO(U' It) = d^ — 2 (the index Go denotes the distance taken 
in Go). Insert the edges/,-, / = 2, 3, ..., л: into the factor Go and the edges ß^~^{fi) 
into the factors Gßj~i, 2 ^ j ^ p{di), 2 S i ^ x. 
Now consider an arbitrary d^ e D, d^ < d,. < d^. If such <:/,. does not exist the 
required decomposition is achieved, because the factors Gß^ where p{di) ^ s < m 
have the diameter equal to rf,„ and the remaining edges of the sets a(S) can be put 
back into the same factors from which they were chosen. 
Let such a d^ exist. Denote by r^ the smallest number such that d^o = d^. We can 
assume without loss of generality that J ^ г for every dj = d^. Since d^ < d,„, there 
exists the greatest index x such that 
Then let ß\fi) e Gßs where r^ -- 1 ^ s < r. Insert all the other edges from the sets 
ß%S), r^ ~ 1 S s < r into Gpro-u It is evident that the diameter of the.factors Gßs 
constructed in this way is equal to d^. 
This construction can be applied to every diameter d^ < J,„, Denote by m^ the 
smallest number such that d^o = d,n and insert the edges ß\S), m^ — 1 ^ .s < m 
into the same factors from which they were chosen. 
It can be easily verified that {GjoceH} is the required decomposition of the 
hypergraph K^ into factors with diameters di, d2, ..., d,^. 
II. Assume d,„ = 2. Then all the diameters are equal to 2. By Proposition 3 
the number G^2) exists and since F^(2) S ^m(2) ^ 2m the proof is complete. 
In the following theorem the existence of the number F\dx, ^2^ • • •? ^m) i^ the case 
[m, k) > 1 will be investigated. The next proposition proved in [7] will be very 
useful for the purpose. 
Proposition 4. Let 3 ^ к < m, (m, к) > 1, d '^ 2 be integers. Then Gl^{d) exists 
and G^J) й km[{d - 2) {k ~ l) + 1] if d^3, 
Gi{2) U2mk. 
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Theorem 2. Let 3 ^ к < m, (m, /с) > 1, 2 ^ J^ ^ J2 ^ ••• § dm be integers. 
Then F\di, d2, ..., df„) exists and 
F\d„d2,...,d^)umk[{d^-2){k~l) + l] if d ^ g 3 , 
F\d,,d2,...,d^)u2mk if d^ = 2. 
Proof. I. Assume J,„ ^ 3. Put n = kmt where t = (J^ — 2){k — 1) + L 
Denote the vertices of the hypergraph K^ by ij, 1 ^ i ^ /cm, 1 g j ^ t. Let Я be 
the group generated by the permutation ß ~ (1^, 2^, ..., {km)^) (l^, 22» • •., {kni)2)... 
. . . (If, 2f,..., (km)t). In the proof of Proposition 4, a decomposition i^ of K^ by the 
cycHc group H of order /cm into m isomorphic factors with diameter d^ was found. 
The factors G^ were constructed as follows: 
1. /ij == {my, (2m)y, ..., {km)j} e GQ for 1 S j S t, where GQ is the factor cor-
responding to the zero element of Я . 
2. The factor GQ contains a path of length d^ — 2\ 
Put / , = {m,^, (2m),,+i, ..., (/cm),^^^}, Г, = 1 + </c - 1), 0 g .s < J,„ - 2. Then 
ig'"''(/,) e Go for every 1 ^ r ^ /c, 0 g s < J^ - 2. 
3. Put Aj = {/y/1 ^ i ^ /cm} — /?j and take an arbitrary (/c — l)-tuple В ^ Aj. 
Then Г ' ' ( ^ u (m + 1),) e G« for every / Ф j , /, j = 1, 2, ..., f, 1 g г ^ /̂ . The 
edge 0̂  <= {1^, 2 | , ..., (/cm)J which contains the vertices m^, (m + l)i and no other 
vertices of h^ h also inserted into the factor GQ, together with its images ß'^\g)y 
i йг й к. 
Obviously the diameter of GQ is equal to d^. If we put Gßi = ß\G^ for every 
0 ^ / < m, then the factors Gßi have the diameters equal to d^. 
All the remaining edges are divided into factors preserving the diameters. 
Now we shall modify this decomposition R with the aim to obtain the required 
diameters of the factors. Put 
S = {e, = {m,, (m + 1),, ..., {m + к - l),}/2 й i й t] . 
Choose the edges a(5) for every ae H from the factors of the decomposition JR. It is 
evident that the diameters of the factors remain the same as before. Let p{di) denote 
the number of members of the set D = {J^, ^2» • • •? à^ which are equal to J^. 
(a) Suppose di = L Then insert the edges ß^^{e^ into the factor GQ and the edges 
ß'^^~^\e^ into the factor G^,-t, where. 1 ^ i ^ r, 1 ^ r ^ /c, 2 ^ j ^ p{l), 
(b) Suppose d^ > 2. If d^ = d^ then all the diameters are the same and equal 
to d,^. However, by Proposition 4 the number G^J^) exists. Since i^,t(d^) = ^m{dm) 
the proof is completed. So it can be supposed d^ < d^. Then there exists the greatest 
index X such that dQ^{m^, m )̂ = d^ — 2. Insert the edges ß'^^ei) into the factor Go 
and the edges ß''^^~^\e^ into the factors Gßj-i where 2 uj S p{di), 2 ^ г ^ x, 
1 ur йк. 
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Now consider an arbitrary d^ e D, d^ < d^ < d^. If such d^ does not exist the 
required decomposition is achieved, because the factors Gßs, p{d^ ^ s < m have the 
diameters equal to d,„ and the remaining edges of the sets a(S) can be put back into 
the same factors from which they were chosen. 
Let such a J^ exist. It can be supposed without loss of generality that j S ^ for 
every dj = d^. Denote by r° the smallest number such that d^o — d^. Since d^ < d„ 
there exists the greatest index x such that 
^1ег°-^((т + r \ , (m + r%) = d, - 2 . 
Then let ß^^^e^ e Gßs where r^ — 1 ^ s < r, 2 ^ г ^ x. Insert all the other edges 
from the sets ß%S), r^ — 1 ^ s < r into the factor, say, G^jro-i.It is evident that the 
diameters of the factors G *̂, r^ ~ 1 ^ s < r constructed in this way are equal to d^. 
This construction can be applied to every dq < d^. Denote by m^ the smallest 
number such that d^o = d^ and insert the edges ß\S), m^ — 1 ^ s < m into the 
same factors from which they were chosen. 
It can be easily verified that {Gja e H) is the required decomposition of the hyper-
graph K^n iiito factors with diameters J^, 2̂» • • •» ^m-
IL Suppose djn = 2. Then all the diameters are equal to 2. By Proposition 4 the 
number G^2) exists and since F^{2) g G^2) ^ 2km the proof is complete. 
The preceding results yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let 3 ^ / c < m , 2 ^ d i ^ d 2 ^ - - - ^ ŵ? ^m = 3, he integers. 
If (m, /c) = 1 and n ^ ^\{d^ — 2) (fc — 1) + 1] then Xj can he decomposed 
into m factors with diameters d^, ^2? •••J ^m-
If{m, /c) > 1 and n ^ /cm[(J„, — 2) (fc — l) + 1] then K^n <^^^ ^^ ^l^o decomposed 
into m factors with diameters d^, d2, ..., d^. 
Proof. Applying Proposition 2 to Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the above statement. 
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